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An editorial team of highly skilled professionals at Arihant, works hand in glove to
ensure that the students receive the best and accurate content through our books.
From inception till the book comes out from print, the whole team comprising of authors,
editors, proofreaders and various other involved in shaping the book put in their best
efforts, knowledge and experience to produce the rigorous content the students
receive. Keeping in mind the specific requirements of the students and various
examinations, the carefully designed exam oriented and exam ready content comes out
only after intensive research and analysis. The experts have adopted whole new style
of presenting the content which is easily understandable, leaving behind the old
traditional methods which once used to be the most effective. They have been
developing the latest content & updates as per the needs and requirements of the
students making our books a hallmark for quality and reliability for the past 15 years.
Computer Awareness is an important section for various exams of the country including
IBPS, SBI (Bank PO & Clerk), SSC, Railway, Police and many other state competitive
exams. Hence, it comes as no surprise that having strong knowledge about computer
plays an important role in getting success in exams. This book “Learn, Revise and
Practice Computer Awareness” once again brings in the complete study material for
Computer knowledge at one place for you. Designed on the basis of close
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considerations of various examinations’ syllabus and pattern, it serves as the most
suitable read to understand computer awareness. It includes Chapterwise theories,
Question Bank with each chapter, Chapterwise Past Years’ Questions and 5 Practice
Sets for Complete Practice. Abbreviations and Glossary are also given at the end.
Providing to-the-point, chapterwise study supported by definitions, examples, exercises
and more, it promotes the best learning along with revision and practice to perform well
in exams. TOC Introduction to Computer, Computer Architecture, Computer Hardware,
Computer Memory, Data Representation, Computer Software, Operating System,
Programming Concepts, Microsoft Windows, Microsoft Office, Database Concepts,
Internet and its Services, Computer Security, Practice Sets (1-5), Abbreviations,
Glossary
The book presents key perspectives on teaching and learning science in India. It offers
adaptive expertise to teachers and educators through a pedagogic content knowledge
(PCK) approach. Using cases and episodes from Indian science classrooms to
contextualise ideas and practices, the volume discusses the nature of science, and
aspects of assessments and evaluations for both process skills and conceptual
understanding of the subject. It examines the significance of science education at
school level and focuses on meaningful learning and development of scientific and
technological aptitude. The chapters deal with topics from physics, chemistry and
biology at the middle- and secondary-school levels, and are designed to equip studentPage 2/22
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teachers with theoretical and practical knowledge abilities about science, science
learning and the abilities to teach these topics along with teaching. The book draws
extensively from research on science education and teacher education and shifts away
from knowledge transmission to the active process of constructivist teaching-learning
practices. The authors use illustrative examples to highlight flexible planning for
inclusive classrooms. Based on studies on cognitive and developmental psychology,
pedagogical content knowledge of science, socio-cultural approaches to learning
science, and the history and philosophy of science, the book promotes an
understanding of science characterized by empirical criteria, logical arguments and
sceptical reviews. With its accessible style, examples, exercises and additional
references, it will be useful for students and teachers of science, science educators,
BEd and MEd programmes for education, secondary and higher secondary school
teachers, curriculum designers and developers of science. It will interest research
institutes, non-governmental organisations, professionals and public and private sector
bodies involved in science outreach, science education and teaching and learning
practices.
Jugari Cross is a suspense thriller woven around the everyday incidents that occur with
an ordinary farming couple's life. The story set within 24 hours is not just a typical
suspense thriller with a trace of history and a literary quest, but enormously stimulates
the reader to analyze the broader spectrum of philosophy, literature, and the principles
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of global economies established around us. I hope the reader community will
appreciate how this suspense thriller gives the glimpses of nature, ecology, social
reforms, literature, global/local economies, and many more social dimensions.
7500+ JHARKHAND OBJECTIVES – MANISH RANNJAN , IAS
Life Lessons for the Youth
Learning How to Fly
Teachings of Lord Caitanya
Quantitative Aptitude
1. Only book based on NCERT Textbooks of Science 2. In-Line with
analysis of Competitive Exams papers 3. Explanation to everyday
Science Phenomena 4. Coverage of Previous papers in a
Chapterwise manner 5. More than 2000 MCQs are given for the
quick revision The book "Encyclopedia of General Science” has
been prepared after analysis the recent pattern of competitive
exams like SSC, UPSC & State Level PCS, etc. serving as an ideal
book for competitive examinations. It is the only book which is
based on NCERT of Science covering all their major sections like
physics, chemistry, biology, space science, etc., in a student
friendly manner which can be studied by all students including
non-science. Besides all the theories, this book focuses on the
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practice part too, with more than 2000 MCQs are provided for the
quick revision. Previous Years’ Question Papers are provided in
a Chapterwise manner for thorough practice. At the end of every
section appendix given that covers glossary, branches and other
important information of each section. TABLE OF CONTENT Physics,
Chemistry, Biology, Computer & IT
This Book has comprehensive General Knowledge about Maharashtra
for the Candidates of Carious Competitive Exams.
The Economic Survey is the budget document of the Government of
India, which is presented in parliament every year. It presents
the state of affairs of the Indian economy. Economic Survey
2018-19 consists of two volumes, which analyse the performance
of the Indian economy for the financial year 2018–19.
A MANIFESTO FOR EVERYDAY GREATNESS In The Little Black Book for
Stunning Success, Robin Sharma – one of the true masters of
leadership + elite performance on the planet – shares the potent
insights that have helped so many people just like you do
legendary work, live remarkable lives and lift everyone around
them in the process. If you’re truly ready to live your dreams,
this book is your fuel. As you read this playbook of the pros,
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you will discover: ■ The hidden beliefs of the best in the world
■ The rituals of business titans and history’s icons ■ How
superstars create their performances ■ Daily tactics to become a
happier, healthier and more serene human being ROBIN SHARMA is a
globally respected humanitarian. Widely considered one of the
world’s top leadership and personal optimization advisors, his
clients include famed billionaires, professional sports
superstars and many Fortune 100 companies. The author’s #1
bestsellers, such as The Monk Who Sold His Ferrari, The
Greatness Guide and The Leader Who Had No Title are in over 92
languages, making him one of the most broadly read writers alive
today. Go to robinsharma.com for more inspiration + valuable
resources to upgrade your life “Robin Sharma’s Following Rivals
that of the Dalai Lama.” The Times of India “Global
Humanitarian.” CNN “Leadership Legend.” Forbes
(Free Sample) 27 Years UPSC IAS-IPS Prelims Topic-wise Solved
Papers 1 & 2 (1995 - 2021) 12th Edition
Developing Pedagogical Content Knowledge
Economic Survey 2018-19
Maharashtra General Knowledge
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Indian Army MER Technical

BIUT
Dr. A. P. J. Abdul Kalam had a great belief in the power of
the youth. He met over 21 million children and young people
in India and outside and spoke to them about the power of
knowledge, ambition, moral behavior and the need to bring
about change in society. He travelled to almost every
corner of the country meeting the youth in schools,
universities and institutions and interacted with them like
a committed teacher. In Learning How to Fly some of his
nearly 2, 000 lectures have been compiled. These lectures
were addressed to teachers and students in school and
beyond. In each one of them he has spoken about preparing
oneself best for life, to identify and overcome challenges
and how to bring out the best within each individual.
Through stories from his own life, those of his teachers
and mentors as well as stories of some of the greatest men
and women of the world and the latest developments in
science and technology, he shows us the importance of
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dreams and the hard work needed to turn those dreams into
reality. Filled with warmth, inspiration and a positive
attitude, Learning How to Fly is essential reading for
every Indian, young and old.
The Ministry of Indian Railways has been conducting
Computer Based Tests (CBT) for numerous vacancies year
after year. This year too, it is committed to hold the CBT
for all the notified vacancies and has been actively
assessing the ground situation imposed due to the ongoing
pandemic. Hence, it now proposes to commence 1st stage
Online Computer Based Tests from 15th December, 2020 and
necessary action has been initiated in this regard. This
book is an endeavor of Oswaal Books to assist RRB NTPC
aspirants prepare for and excel in this examination. It has
been written to provide the aspirants well-conceptualized
and structured practice material.
English has been taught with many approaches, methods, and
techniques and strategies for long. Traditionally
technology has been linked with techniques and tools.
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English can be taught and learnt through various ways or
strategies. As far concern about English language and its
basic skills, it is necessary to get a wonderful
interpretation of English language, which is what every
teacher and student of English must know ‘E’ stands for
empowerment, empowerment of the teacher and the learner,
‘N’ represents novelty, novelty in new experiences, ideas,
outlook and ethos. Globalization is what we have in ‘G’,
learning and livelihood are made available through the ‘L’
in English. The vast storehouse of knowledge and
Information is easily accessible on the internet chiefly
through English. The dominating language of Science and
success is English. ’S’ stands for it. Last but not the
least those who know English has a prestige, at least in
India and other developing countries, which is unique.
Honors for the teachers and users of English, it means ‘H’
stands for honors.
Logical and Analytical Reasoning (Useful for All
Competitive Exams)
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OBJECTIVE Computer Awareness
Oswaal RRB NTPC Test Series (For 2021 Exam)
Jawahar Navodaya Vidyalaya Entrance Exam for (6th) Class VI
For Civil Services Preliminary and Main Examinations
Science EducationDeveloping Pedagogical Content KnowledgeTaylor &
Francis
A Summary Study of Sri Chaitanya-charitamrita Taking the role of His
own devotee, Lord Sri Krishna appeared as Sri Krishna Chaitanya about
five centuries ago in Bengal, India, and began a great social and
spiritual revolution that has profoundly affected the lives of
millions worldwide. His conversations with the great scholars, kings,
and mystics of the day form the basis of Teachings of Lord Chaitanya.
This success-oriented mentoring book has been specially published for
the aspirants of 'Jawahar Navodaya Vidyalaya Entrance Exam' for
admission to Class VI. Based on the Current Pattern of the exam, the
book also comprises several Previous Years' Solved Papers for
aspirants to be familiar with the trends of exam. The book is highly
recommended for the aspirants to Sharpen their Problem Solving Skills
with intensive practice of numerous questions provided in the book,
and prepare themselves to face the exam with Confidence, Successfully.
The book contains ample amount of Study and Practice Material
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comprising numerous Question-Answers and Explanations, wherever
necessary, to prepare you well for the exam. All the Relevant &
Important chapters & topics are covered in the book at appropriate
length in a Reader-friendly manner. Both the Study and Practice
Material have been prepared by respective subject-experts with due
diligence. In short, you can rely upon this book for study, practice
and during the precious moments before the exam. While the wellstructured study and practice material of this book is designed to
Enable you Achieve Complete Success, your own intelligent study and
practice, coupled with this, will definitely Ensure you a seat in this
Prestigious School, paving the way for a Bright Future.
Current Topics in Membranes is targeted toward scientists and
researchers in biochemistry and molecular and cellular biology,
providing the necessary membrane research to assist them in
discovering the current state of a particular field and in learning
where that field is heading. This volume offers an up to date
presentation of current knowledge in the field of Lipid Domains.
Written by leading experts Contains original material, both textual
and illustrative, that should become a very relevant reference
material The material is presented in a very comprehensive manner Both
researchers in the field and general readers should find relevant and
up-to-date information
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CTET & STATE TET (English language)
14 Years Solved Papers NEET 2022
Roots, Perceptions & Reality
India Since Independence
Catalogue of Books Printed in the State of Maharashtra
India’s struggle for Independence by Bipin Chandra is your go to book for an indepth and detailed overview on Indian independence movement . Indian freedom
struggle is one of the most important parts of its history. A lot has been written
and said about it, but there still remains a gap. Rarely do we get to hear accounts
of the independence from the entire country and not just one region at one place.
This book fits in perfectly in this gap and also provides a narration on the impact
this movement had on the people. Bipin Chandra’s book is a well-documented
history of India's freedom struggle against the British rule. It is one of the most
accurate books which have been painstakingly written after thorough research
based on legal and valid verbal and written sources. It maps the first war of
independence that started with Mangal Pandey’s mutiny and witnessed the gallant
effort of Sri Rani Laxmi Bai. Many of the pages of this book are dedicated to
Mahatma Gandhi’s non-cooperation and the civil disobedience movements. It
contains detailed description of Subash Chandra Bose’s weapon heavy tactics and
his charisma. This book includes all the independence movements and fights,
irrespective of their size and impact, covering India in its entirety. Although these
movements varied in means and ideas, but they shared a common goal of
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independence. This book contains oral and written narratives from different parts
of the country, making this book historically rich and diverse. The book captures
the evolution of Indian independence struggle in full detail and leaves no chapter
of this story untouched. This book is a good read for the students of Indian modern
history and especially for students who are preparing for UPSC examination and
have taken History as their subject.
This comprehensive book is specially developed for the candidates of National
MeansCumMerit Scholarship Exam (For Class VIII). This book includes Study
Material & Previous Papers for the purpose of practice of questions based on the
latest pattern of the examination. Detailed Explanatory Answers have also been
provided for the selected questions for Better Understanding of the Candidates
A thorough and incisive introduction to contemporary India The story of the forging
of India, the world's largest democracy, is a rich and inspiring one. This volume, a
sequel to the best-selling India's Struggle for Independence, analyses the
challenges India has faced and the successes it has achieved, in the light of its
colonial legacy and century-long struggle for freedom. The book describes how the
Constitution was framed, as also how the Nehruvian political and economic agenda
and basics of foreign policy were evolved and developed. It dwells on the
consolidation of the nation, examining contentious issues like party politics in the
Centre and the states, the Punjab problem, and anti-caste politics and
untouchability. This revised edition offers a scathing analysis of the growth of
communalism in India and the use of state power in furthering its cause. It also
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documents the fall of the National Democratic Alliance in the 2004 General
Elections, the United Progressive Alliance's subsequent rise to power and the IndoUS Nuclear Deal that served to unravel the political consensus at the centre. Apart
from detailed analyses of Indian economic reforms since 1991 and wide-ranging
land reforms and the Green Revolution, this new edition includes an overview of
the Indian economy in the new millennium. These, along with objective
assessments of Jawaharlal Nehru, Indira Gandhi, Jayaprakash Narayan, Lal Bahadur
Shastri, Rajiv Gandhi, Vishwanath Pratap Singh, Atal Bihari Vajpayee and
Manmohan Singh, constitute a remarkable overview of a nation on the move.
The thoroughly Revised and Updated 12th edition (2 colour) of Disha's BESTSELLER
"27 Years UPSC IAS/ IPS Prelims Topic-wise Solved Papers 1 & 2 (1995-2021)"
consists of past years solved papers of the General Studies Paper 1 & 2 distributed
into 8 Units and 52 Topics. # This new edition includes Strategy Video by Mrunal,
Notes & Sources for select questions. # The USP of the book is its flawless detailed
solution to each and every question whose answer key has been validated with
UPSC. # This new edition also includes an IAS Planner which will help the aspirants
in planning their preparation for the Prelim & Main Exam. # This is the only book
that provides Solved Papers of 27 Years of Prelim Exam along with Unsolved
Questions of Mains Exam from 2013 to 2020. # The book has been empowered
with Unique Inputs/ Articles by the author who is also one of the Most esteemed
faculties for IAS - Mrunal on : • Understanding the IAS Exam & Strategies to Crack
the Prelim & Main Exam. • How to Attempt the IAS Main Exam Questions? • How to
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approach the Economics section? • How to write Essays for GS IV Main exam? #
The book provides UNSOLVED Mains Papers from 2013 - 20, divided topic-wise. The
book also provides List of Essays divided topic-wise from 1993 - 2020. # The
strength of the book lies in the Errorless DETAILED Solutions. The book is 100%
useful for both the General Studies papers (1 and 2) of the Prelims/ CSAT.
India's Struggle for Independence
Descriptive English
General Knowledge 2020
26 Years UPSC IAS/ IPS Prelims Topic-wise Solved Papers 1 & 2 (1995 - 2020) 11th
Edition
Polytechnic Entrance Exam. (U.P.)

This comprehensive book has mainly and deliberately been designed to cater to the longfelt
needs of the students studying in college and universities, including the prospective candidates
for competitive exams.
A number of national level examinations like IAS Mains, State PCS, IES, IFS, etc. check the
English language aptitude of candidates with a compulsory English language paper. This
book has been designed for such examinations which assess the English language abilities in
detail.The present book covering English Language in descriptive nature has been divided
into four parts namely Writing Skills, Comprehension Skills, Grammar Skills & Verbal
Skills.Part A has been further divide into Essay Writing, Expansion Writing, Report Writing,
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Precis Writing and Letter Writing. The Verbal Skills section covers Paronyms & Homonyms,
One Word Substitutions, Synonyms & Antonyms, Phrasel Verbs, etc. whereas the Grammar
Skills section covers The Function of Tenses, Voice, Narration, Synthesis, Prepositions, etc.
Each chapter in the book contains detailed theory including a number of sample examples in
a simple & easier way to understand the topics well. Workbook Exercises have been provided
in between the chapters for Part B, C & D to help aspirants practice the concepts discussed in
each chapter. Answers for all the questions have been given at the end of the section. As the
book covers varied aspects of English language, it for sure will help aspirants score high in
the upcoming national and state level competitive and recruitment examinations.
THE STORY: The place is a schoolroom in a middle-sized American city, the time a morning
after the war—the war which we lost. The old teacher waits uncertainly for the pupils to
return, and for her replacement to arrive. Neither she nor the children know what the New
Order will bring, but the children, at least, are relieved when the new teacher proves to be
young, attractive and carefully prepared in her duties. To be sure there is resistance and
suspicion at first, but these are deftly and charmingly surmounted, and soon the children are
finding school more fun than ever before. Gradually the new teacher moves from
acceptance to control, and before long she has maneuvered her young charges into agreeing
that the flag is merely a symbol which should be snipped into pieces for souvenirs, and that
prayers to God might better be replaced by prayers to the all-powerful New Leader. In the
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end her victory, innocently handed to her by the children themselves, is complete. Through
ignorance of the enemy, and perhaps a lack of true understanding of their own beliefs, they
have fallen victims to subversion—the subtle, soft-spoken, smiling kind of subversion which
can so often deceive the unthinking and the unprepared, be they young or old.
1. 14 Years’ Solved Papers is collection of previous years solved papers of NEET 2. This
book covers all CBSE AIPMT and NTA NEET papers 3. Chapterwise and Unitwise
approach to analysis questions 4. Each question is well detailed answered to understand the
concept as whole 5. Online access to CBSE AIPMT SOLVED PAPER (Screening + Mains)
2008 When preparing for an examination like NEET, the pattern and the question asked in
the examination are always intriguing for aspirants. This is where Solved Papers play their
major role in helping students to cope up with the attempting criteria of the exam. Presenting
the “14 Years’ Solved Papers [2021 – 2008]” that has been designed with a structured
approach as per the latest NEET Syllabus requirement. As the title of the book suggests, it
contains ample previous year’s papers, which help to identify and self-analyze the
preparation level for the exam. Enriched with problem solving tools, this book serves a one
stop solution for all 3 subjects; Physics, Chemistry and Biology. Well detailed answers are
given for all questions that provide deep conceptual understanding of the problems. This
book can be treated as a sufficient tool for learning, active answering style and time
management skills. TOC NEET Solved Paper 2021, NEET Solved Paper 2020 (Oct.), NEET
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Solved Paper 2020 (Sep.), NEET National Paper 2019, NEET Odisha Paper 2021, NEET
Solved Paper 2018, NEET Solved Paper 2017, NEET Solved Paper 2016(Phase II), NEET
Solved Paper 2016 (Phase - I), CBSE AIPMT 2015 (Cancelled - May), CBSE AIPMT 2015
(Latest - May), CBSE AIPMT 2015 (Latest - July), CBSE AIPMT Solved Paper 2014, NEET
Solved Paper 2013, CBSE AIPMT 2012 (Screening + Mains), CBSE AIPMT 2011
(Screening + Mains), CBSE AIPMT 2010 (Screening + Mains).
Volumes 1 and 2
Science Education
The Complexity Called Manipur
Jugari Cross
The Practical Handbook of Internet Computing analyzes a broad array of
technologies and concerns related to the Internet, including corporate intranets.
Fresh and insightful articles by recognized experts address the key challenges
facing Internet users, designers, integrators, and policymakers. In addition to
discussing major applications, it also covers the architectures, enabling
technologies, software utilities, and engineering techniques that are necessary to
conduct distributed computing and take advantage of Web-based services. The
Handbook provides practical advice based upon experience, standards, and
theory. It examines all aspects of Internet computing in wide-area and enterprise
settings, ranging from innovative applications to systems and utilities, enabling
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technologies, and engineering and management. Content includes articles that
explore the components that make Internet computing work, including storage,
servers, and other systems and utilities. Additional articles examine the
technologies and structures that support the Internet, such as directory services,
agents, and policies. The volume also discusses the multidimensional aspects of
Internet applications, including mobility, collaboration, and pervasive computing.
It concludes with an examination of the Internet as a holistic entity, with
considerations of privacy and law combined with technical content.
The data have been presented in forms that can best permit evaluations of health
implications. Alternatively, the data help us identify gaps in knowledge that need
to be filled before such evaluations can be made. The pollutant classes are
examined from viewpoints such as measurement and source characterization,
habitat studies, health effects, risk analysis, and future needs.
(1) The current edition of the book 7500+ objective questions, objective
Jharkhand is written by Dr. Manish Rannjan (IAS), provides all the information
about Jharkhand in MCQs format. The book is very much useful for all
Competitive examinations of Jharkhand. (2) The book is divided into three parts.
(3)Part-I compiles objective questions related to the state of Jharkhand, under
which the history, literature, educational institutions, sports, land laws, economic
development, industrial development, plans, policies, forests, wildlife, art &
culture, environment, disaster Management, personalities of Jharkhand, economy,
census and budget (2021-22) etc. included. (4) Part II provides 115 Practice Sets
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in which candidates can continuously evaluate their knowledge by practicing
before exams. (5) Part-III of the book provides Jharkhand based questions from
previous years solved papers which asked in various competitive examinations
conducted since formation of the Jharkhand state. (6) The book has a compilation
of more than 7500 objective questions which makes it special. (7)The book is
extremely useful for the candidates preparing for various competitive exams and
wishing to fly the new carrier with high dreams.
It is one of the bestselling books on Modern Indian History covering the time line
from 1707 to the modern times. The book covers the entire gamut in a very
unique style- it mentions not only factual data about various topics but also
provides information about different interpretations put forth by Western and
Indian historians, with an integrated analysis. This makes the book equally useful
for undergraduate students of History and aspirants appearing for various
competitive examinations.
The Golden Avatar
Know Your State West Bengal
Lipid Domains
The Children's Story
60 Seconds and You're Hired!: Revised Edition
John F. Kennedy once said, “ask not what country can do for you, ask what you can do for your country”
and this quote directly and clearly reflects our Indian Army. Serving the nation is everybody’s dream but
having a brave heart is not one everyone’s cup of tea only passionate people inculcate this. The Indian
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Army is an excellent source skilled manpower. Every year lakhs of young aspirants enroll to its different
wings to its different examinations so, Indian army soldiers (Technical) MER Examination is one of
them. This examination held four times a year. Indian Army Technical Written Examination consists of
2 papers – Paper I: that checks Intelligence Quotient (IQ), Numeral Ability and General Knowledge and
Paper II: That checks technical portion of the candidates i.e. physics, chemistry and mathematics. The
revised edition of ‘Indian Army Soldier Technical Recruitment Exam’ book is completely designed as
per latest syllabus and examination pattern. The book divided into 6 sections and 3 Practice sets. Each
chapter of this book has ample amount of solved and unsolved questions that gives the exact feel of the
paper, solutions are well explained in easy and lucid language so that candidates could understand easily
quickly and to make familiar with recent pattern of question paper and answer writing skills. This book
is prepared according to the level of the examination so that candidates can assure after preparing from
it. TABLE OF CONTENT Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry, General Knowledge, Current affairs,
Practice Sets (1-3).
General Knowledge is an important section of several competitive exams. Keeping an updated
knowledge of it helps not only in exams, but at every aspects of life. General Knowledge 2020 has been
revised for aspirants preparing for various upcoming exams to enhance eir general awareness so at ey
can tackle e questions asked from numerous areas. It covers key subjects including History, Geography,
Indian Polity, Indian Economy, General Science, and General Knowledge, wi latest facts and updates
supported by figures, graphics and tables. It also provides a highly useful section on Current Affairs at e
beginning which promotes factual knowledge from recent happening occurred at different areas.
Providing accurate, perfect and complete coverage of facts, it is a complete general knowledge book,
useful for e preparation of SSC, Bank, Railway, Police, NDA/CDS and various oer competitive exams.
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TOC Current Affairs, Indian History, Geography, Indian Polity, Indian Economy, General Science,
General Knowledge
Fully revised and updated—the must-have guide to acing the interview and landing the dream job, from
“America’s top career expert” (The Los Angeles Times) 60 Seconds & You're Hired! has already helped
thousands of job seekers get their dream jobs by excelling in crucial interviews. America's top job search
expert Robin Ryan draws on her 20 years as a career counselor, 30 years of direct hiring, and extensive
contact with hundreds of recruiters, decisions makers, and HR professionals to teach you proven
strategies to help you take charge of the interview process and get the job you want. Brief, compact, and
packed with insightful direction to give you the cutting edge to slip past the competition, 60 Seconds &
You're Hired! is here to help you succeed! This newly revised edition features: • Unique techniques like
"The 60 Second Sell" and "The 5-Point Agenda" • Over 125 answers to tough, tricky interview questions
employers often ask • How to handle structured or behavioral interview questions • Questions you
should always ask, and questions you should never ask • How to deal effectively with any salary
questions to preserve your negotiating power • 20 interview pitfalls to avoid • Proven negotiation
techniques that secure higher salaries - and much more! “Robin Ryan has the inside track on how to get
hired.” —ABC News
useful for UPSC, IAS, PCS, Civil Services Exams.
Indoor Air and Human Health
Adhunik Bharatacha Itihas
DEVELOPING SPEAKING SKILLS (TEACHING STRATEGIES)
IAS Mains General Studies Solved Papers (2005-2014)
High School English Grammar and Composition
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